Please note the following information regarding coursework, labs, MCAT scores and letters of evaluation:

**Pass/Fail Grades** - TUSOM will accept pass/fail grades, without prejudice, for courses taken during the COVID-19 pandemic. It has always been our practice to consider grades in the context of numerous other aspects of the application. In making this statement, we are cognizant of the fact that some undergraduate schools are providing an option for students to take courses either for grades or on a Pass/Fail basis. We therefore want to be explicit that applicants should not feel pressured by us to choose the graded option.

**Online Coursework and Labs** - Per usual procedures, TUSOM will accept online coursework and labs.

**MCAT Tests** - If the exam is take in May or June, your application will not be impacted. TUSOM and all other medical schools will not receive applications from AMCAS until the end of May/early June. If your test date was cancelled and you plan on taking the exam after the June dates, TUSOM will accept applications from individuals who were unable to take the MCAT due to COVID-related test cancellations and you will receive a secondary application as everyone who applies to TUSOM receives a secondary application. Assuming that MCAT testing resumes prior to October, we will require applicants to have taken the MCAT before we make admissions decisions for the Class of 2025. Accordingly, applicants should not delay applying simply because an MCAT score is not yet available.

**Letters of Evaluation** - TUSOM accepts three letters of recommendation or a committee letter. If a committee letter is not available during this time, applicants will be able to submit three individual letters of recommendation.